November 6, 2008
Biomedical Engineering Society and Society for Biomaterials
Executive Board Meeting

During Winter Carnival 2009, BMES and SFB are planning on running a booth where we will work together to sell pickled eggs, hot dogs and deep fried pickles. Each group will determine what they would like to be in charge of and thus will pay for the costs of the materials, and receive the profit from their sales. John & Jen will look into what is required to host a booth during the All-Nighter during Winter Carnival this coming February. John will attend a meeting for vending at Winter Carnival on November 18th of this month.

Ideas for combined efforts to gain membership included
- Biomedical Engineering Project (such as robotic arm) for students interested to become involved with.
- Upperclassman mentor
- Biomedical Engineering Explorations for Engineering Fundamentals

Presentations by Professors or other lecturers will now be a collaborative effort, as BMES and SFB will host these lecturers together.

BMES and SFB will work together on designing a new pamphlet for the Biomedical Engineering department here at Tech. Anyone who is interested should let their Executive Board know as people are needed who have the desire to make up a design to submit to Marketing.

In the beginning of December, we tentatively would like to have a Professor talk about his work. Echoe said she would talk to Dr. Goldman, to see if he was able to attend.